Suzanne Farrell Elusive Muse
suzanne farrell (1945 - ) - dance heritage coalition - suzanne farrell was born roberta sue ficker on
august 16, 1945, in the cincinnati suburb of mt. healthy, ohio. her young parents, donna von holle (later holly)
and robert ficker, an official in a meat-packing company, divorced when she was ten. she grew up, with her
mother, grandmother, and two older sisters, donna and beverly, in a household of women. encouraged, like
her sisters, to study ... about suzanne farrell - john f. kennedy center for the ... - er curriculum
connections: american history national standards for dance: 1, 2, 3, 5 suzanne farrell is regarded as one of the
greatest ballerinas of the 20th century. suzanne farrell ballet release - fine arts center - 1990, and the
documentary suzanne farrell – elusive muse was an academy award nominee in 1997. tickets for the suzanne
farrell ballet company are $15-$40 ($10 for five 100 dance treasures: suzanne farrell moving image 100 dance treasures: suzanne farrell moving image suzanne farrell: elusive muse, a documentary film about
farrell, directed by anne belle and deborah dickson, 1997. farrell, morris, masters, and masterpieces muse.jhu - documentary, suzanne farrell, elusive muse, farrell has nothing but the highest praise for martins
as a dancer and partner. in the past fifteen or twenty years, it has become a commonplace of the balanchine
trust: dancing through the steps of two ... - mar. 28, 1997, at c16 (reviewing "suzanne farrell: elusive
muse" shown in new york film festival in 1996, depicting farrell's career under balanchine); william glackin,
replicating dance "miracles, "sacramen'ro bee, feb. 9, 1997, at en8 (stating balanchine's mythologies, their
care and feeding - lent 1996 documentary, suzanne farrell: elusive muse, she describes danc- ing this
sequence in her farewell performance, six years after balanchine’s death, and thinking, “how nice: george and
i are dancing.”) the pebble eucharist - stpeterscaversham - suzanne farrell: elusive muse, has a candid
account of her complex relationship with balanchine, the father of american ballet. parish bbq the supreme
governolater that afternoon the promised parish bbq will take place at 5 pm in the veranda area outside the
parish lounge. please bring whatever you want barbecued and/or a salad. the vicar will provide the drinks. a
mass in the parish lounge at ... pray for the sick and infirm: rita marlow, louis hourlier ... - suzanne
farrell: elusive muse, a candid account of her complex relationship with balanchine. parish bbq the promised
parish bbq will take place on saturday 26 january at 5 pm in the veranda area outside the parish lounge.
please bring whatever you want barbecued and/or a salad. the vicar will provide the drinks. a mass in the
parish lounge at 4.30 pm will precede the bbq. you will note that ... i remember me - zeitgeistfilms - award
winner the long way home, the 1997 academy award nominee suzanne farrell: elusive muse, the 1996
primetime emmy winner itzhak perlman: in the fiddler’s house, 1995 academy award winner maya lin: a
strong, clear vision, and the 1984 academy award winning documentary he makes me feel like the state of
arizona - masterapts - she also co-produced suzanne farrell: elusive muse, an academy award-nominated
documentary which premiered at the new york film festival and aired on pbs. she is currently working on a film
on isaiah sheffer, who was the artistic director of symphony space, among his many other accomplishments,
patron network dvd library - wliw - patron dvd library page 6 of 60 dance great performances suzanne
farrell: elusive muse great performances - dance in america alvin ailey american dance theater: steps ahead
to borrow dvds from the library, simply call or email our ... - dear patron, i am delighted to present you
with the 2011 patron dvd library catalog, featuring over 1,000 dvds of your favorite public television programs.
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